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Abstract. While researchers have looked at many aspects of argumentation, an area often neglected is that of argumentation strategies. That is, given multiple possible arguments that an agent can put
forth, which should be selected in what circumstances. In this paper,
we propose a heuristic that implements one such strategy. The heuristic assigns a utility cost to revealing information, as well as a utility
to winning, drawing and losing an argument. An agent participating
in a dialogue then attempts to maximise its utility. After informally
presenting the heuristic, we discuss some of its novel features, after
which some avenues for future work are examined.

1 Introduction
Argumentation has emerged as a powerful reasoning mechanism in
many domains. One common dialogue goal is to persuade, where one
or more participants attempt to convince the others of their point of
view. This type of dialogue can be found in many areas including
distributed planning and conflict resolution, education and in models
of legal argument. At the same time that the breadth of applications
of argumentation has expanded, so has the sophistication of formal
models designed to capture the characteristics of the domain. While
many researchers have focused on the question of “what are the properties of an argument”, fewer have looked at “how does one argue
well”.
In this paper, we propose a decision heuristic for an agent allowing it to decide which argument to advance. The basis for our idea
is simple; the agent treats some parts of its knowledge as more valuable than other parts, and, while attempting to win the argument,
attempts to minimise the amount of valuable information it reveals.
This heuristic often emerges in negotiation dialogues, as well as persuasion dialogues in hostile setting (such as takeover talks or in some
legal cases). Utilising this heuristic in arguments between computer
agents can also be useful; revealing confidential information in an
ongoing dialogue may damage an agent’s chances of winning a future argument.
In the remainder of this paper, we will briefly describe the framework, provide an example as to its functioning, and then examine
its features in more detail and look at possible extensions to our
approach. First however, we will examine a number of existing approaches to strategy selection.

2 Background and related research
Argumentation researchers have recognised the need for argument
selection strategies for a long time. However, the field has only re1
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cently started receiving more attention. Moore, in his work with the
DC dialectical system [8], suggested that an agent’s argumentation
strategy should take three things into account:
• Maintaining the focus of the dispute.
• Building its point of view or attacking the opponent’s one.
• Selecting an argument that fulfils the previous two objectives.
In most cases, there is no need for a strategy to maintain the focus of a dispute; many argumentation protocols are designed so as
to fore this focus to occur. Nevertheless, this item should be taken
into consideration when designing a general purpose strategy. The
first two items correspond to the military concept of a strategy, i.e.
a high level direction and goals for the argumentation process. The
third item corresponds to an agent’s tactics. Tactics allow an agent
to select a concrete action that fulfils its higher level goals. While
Moore’s work focused on natural language argument, these requirements formed the basis of most other research into agent argumentation strategies.
In 2002, Amgoud and Maudet [1] proposed a computational system which would capture some of the heuristics for argumentation
suggested by Moore. Given a preference ordering over arguments,
the created agents which could follow a “build” or “destroy” strategy,
either defending their own arguments or attacking an opponent’s.
Using some ideas from Amgoud’s work, Kakas et al. [7] proposed
a three layer system for agent strategies in argumentation. The first
layer contains “default” rules, of the form utterance ← condition,
while the two higher layers provide preference orderings over the
rules (effectively acting as meta-rules to guide dialogue). Assuming
certain restrictions on the rules, they show that only one utterance
will be selected using their system, a trait they refer to as determinism. While their approach is able to represent strategies proposed by
a number of other techniques, it does require hand crafting of the
rules. No suggestions are made regarding what a “good” set of rules
would be.
In [2], Amgoud and Prade examined negotiation dialogues in a
possibilistic logic setting. An agent has a set of goals it attempts to
pursue, a knowledge base representing its knowledge about the environment, and another knowledge base which is used to keep track of
what it believes the other agent’s goals are. The authors then present a
framework in which these agents interact which incorporates heuristics for suggesting the form and contents of an utterance, a dialogue
game allowing agents to undertake argumentation, and a decision
procedure to determine the status of the dialogue. They then suggest
and formalise a number of strategies that an agent can follow.
Other notable mentions and formalisations of argumentation
strategies can be found in [4, 10, 3]. In the latter, Bench-Capon identifies a number of stages in the dialogue in which an agent might be

faced with a choice, and provides some heuristics as to what argument should be advanced in each of these cases.
Apart from guiding strategy, heuristics have seen other uses in dialogue games. Recent work by Chesñevar et al. [5] has seen heuristics
being used to minimise the search space when analysing argument
trees. Argument schemes [13] are well used tools in argumentation
research, and can be viewed as a form of heuristic that guides the
reasoning procedure.

3 Confidentiality Based Argumentation
In many realms of argument, auxiliary considerations (apart from
simply winning or losing the argument) come into play. In many scenarios, one such consideration involves hiding certain information
from an opponent. In this section, we describe a utility based heuristic to guide an agent taking part in a dialogue while being careful
about what information it reveals. When faced with a number of possible arguments that it can advance, we claim it should put forth the
one that minimises the exposure of information that it would like to
keep private. The limitations of our current approach, as well as extensions and refinements to it are discussed in Section 5.
This work emerged while investigating the properties of other formal argument systems (such as [6, 12, 11, 15]). It is thus based on
our own formal argumentation system. We believe, and plan to show
in future work, how our heuristic can be implemented in other, more
widely accepted argumentation frameworks.
Our system can be divided into two parts; at the lower level lies
the logical machinery used to reason about arguments, while at the
higher level we have a dialogue game, definitions of agents and the
environment, and the heuristic itself. In this section, we will informally discuss our framework. A formal definition of the system can
be found in [9].

3.1 The Argumentation Framework
The framework underpinning our heuristic is very simple, but still
allows for argumentation to takes place. Argumentation takes place
over a language containing propositional literals and their negation.
Arguments consist of conjunctions of premises leading to a single
propositional conclusion. A conclusion a which requires no premises
can be represented by the argument ({⊤}, a).
We are interested in the status of literals (given a set of arguments),
rather than the status of the arguments themselves. We can classify
a literal into one of three sets: proven, in conflict, and unknown. A
literal is in conflict if we can derive both it and its negation from a
set of arguments. It is (un)proven, if it can (not) be derived and it
is not in conflict, and unknown if neither it, nor its negation can be
derived.
Our derivation procedure is based on the forward chaining of arguments. We begin by looking at what can be derived requiring no
premises. By using these literals as premises, we compute what new
literals can be generated, and continue with this procedure until no
further literals can be computed. At each step of the process, we
check for conflicts in the derived literals. When a conflict occurs, the
literal (and its negation) are removed from the derived set and placed
into a conflict set. Arguments depending on these literals are also removed from the derivation procedure. At the end of the derivation
procedure, we can thus compute all three classes of literals3 .
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3.2 Agents, the Dialogue Game and the Heuristic
Agents engage in a dialogue using the argumentation framework described above in an attempt to persuade each other of certain facts. In
our system, an agent is an entity containing a private knowledge base
of arguments, a function allowing it to compute the cost of revealing
literals, and a set of utilities specifying how much it would gain for
winning, drawing or losing the argument. The dialogue takes place
within an environment, that, apart from containing agents, contains
a public knowledge base which holds all arguments uttered by the
agents.
Our dialogue game proceeds by having agents take turns to make
utterances4 . An utterance consists of a set of logically linked individual arguments. Alternatively, an agent may pass, and the game ends
when no new arguments have been introduced into the public knowledge by any of the participants during their turn (which means that
a dialogue is guaranteed to end given assuming a finite number of
arguments). Once this occurs, it is possible to determine the status of
each agent’s goal, allowing one to determine the net utility gain (or
loss) of all the agents in the system.
An agent wins an argument if its goal literal is in the proven set,
while it draws an argument if the goal literal is in the conflict set or
unknown. Otherwise, an agent is deemed to lose the argument. The
net utility for an agent is determined by subtracting the utility cost
for all literals appearing in the conflict and knowledge set from the
utility gained for winning/drawing/losing the game.
To determine what argument it should advance, an agent computes what the public knowledge base would look like after each
of its possible utterances. Using the derivation procedure described
previously, it determines whether making the utterance will allow it
to win/draw/lose the dialogue, and, by combining this information
with the utility cost for exposed literals, it computes the utility gain
for every possible utterance. It then selects the utterance which will
maximise its utility. If multiple such utterances exist, another strategy
(such as the one described in [10]) can be used.
It should be noted that it is possible to remove literals from the
conflict set by attacking the premises of the arguments that inserted
them into the set (thus reinstating other arguments). The lack of a
preference relation over arguments means that attack in our framework is symmetric. While limiting, we are still able to model a useful
subclass of arguments.
Before discussing the properties of the system, we show how a
dialogue might look when this heuristic is used.

4 Example
The argument consists of a hypothetical dialogue between a government and some other agent regarding the case for, or against,
weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) existing at some location.
Assume that Agent0 would like to show the existence of WMDs.
Proving this gains it 100 utility, while showing that WMDs don’t
exist means no utility is gained. Uncertainty (i.e. a draw) yields a
utility gain of 50. Furthermore, assume the agent begins with the
following arguments in its knowledge base:
({⊤}, spysat), ({⊤}, chemicals), ({⊤}, news), ({⊤}, f actories)
({⊤}, smuggling), ({smuggling}, ¬medicine), ({news}, W M D)
({f actories, chemicals}, W M D), ({spysat}, W M D)
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({sanctions, smuggling, f actories, chemicals}, ¬medicine)
We associate the following costs with literals:
(spysat, 100)
(news, 0)
(smuggling, 30)

(chemicals, 30)
({medicine, chemicals}, 50)
(f actories, 0)

Note that if both medicine and chemicals are present, the agent’s
utility cost is 50, not 80. Thus, if both spysat and chemicals are
admitted to, the agent’s utility cost will be 130.
The dialogue might thus proceed as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Agent0 :
Agent1 :
Agent0 :

(4)

Agent1 :

(5)

Agent0 :

(6)
(7)

Agent1 :
Agent0 :

({⊤}, news), ({news}, W M D)
({⊤}, ¬news)
({⊤}, f actories), ({⊤}, chemicals),
({f actories, chemicals}, W M D)
({⊤}, sanctions),
({sanctions, f actories, chemicals},
medicine), ({medicine}, ¬W M D)
({⊤}, smuggling),
({sanctions, smuggling, f actories,
chemicals}, ¬medicine)
{}
{}

Informally, the dialogue proceeds as follows: Agent0 claims that
WMDs exist since the news says they do. Agent1 retorts that he has
not seen those news reports. Agent0 then points out that factories
and chemicals exist, and that these were used to produce WMDs. In
response, Agent1 says that due to sanctions, these were actually used
to produce medicine. Agent0 attacks this argument by pointing out
that smuggling exists, which means that the factories were not used
to produce medicines, reinstating the WMD argument. Both agents
have nothing more to say, and thus pass. Agent0 thus wins the game.
It should be noted that while Agent0 is aware that spy satellites
have photographed the WMDs, it does not want to advance this argument due to the cost of revealing this information. The final utility
gained by Agent0 for winning the argument is 20: 100 for winning
the argument, less 30 for revealing smuggling, and 50 for the presence of the chemicals and medicine literals. Also, note that the
fact that Agent1 revealed the existence of medicines cost Agent0
an additional 20 utility. While this makes sense in some scenarios, it
can be regarded as counterintuitive in others. Extensions to overcome
this behaviour are examined in the next section.

5 Discussion
As mentioned earlier, we created our own underlying framework, and
one of our short term research goals involves mapping our heuristic into another, more widely used argumentation framework. Our
framework shares much in common with the “sceptical” approach
to argumentation; when arguments conflict, we refuse to decide between them, instead ruling them both invalid. The simplicity of our
approach means that only specific types of arguments can be represented (namely, those whose premises are a conjunction of literals,
and whose conclusion is a single literal). However, as seen in the example, even with this limitation, useful arguments can still emerge.
The way in which we represent the information “leaked” during
the dialogue, as well as calculate the agent’s net utility, while simple,
allows us to start studying dialogues in which agents attempt to hide
information. Until now, most work involving utility and argumentation has focused on negotiation dialogues (e.g. [14]). We propose a
number of possible extensions to the work presented in this paper.

One simple extension involves the addition of a context to the
agent’s cost. In other words, given that fact A, B and C are known,
we would like to be able to capture the notion that it is cheaper to
reveal D and E together than as speech acts at different stages of
the dialogue. Without some form of lookahead to allow the agent
to plan later moves, this extension is difficult to utilise. Once some
form of lookahead exists, the addition of opponent modelling can
further enhance the framework. Experimentally, evaluating the effects of various levels of lookahead, as well as different forms of
opponent modelling might yield some interesting results.
Currently, we do not differentiate between information which the
agent has explicitly committed to, and information that the agent
has not yet disagreed with. More concretely, assume that the public
knowledge base contains the argument ({⊤}, A). If an agent makes
use of this argument, perhaps by submitting the argument ({A}, B),
then it is committed to the fact that A is true. If however, it never
puts forth arguments making use of the fact, then an opponent cannot know if the agent is actually committed to A or not. We plan to
extend our formalism and heuristic to capture this interaction in the
near future.
Another extension that emerges from this line of reasoning is the
concept of lying. An agent might commit to A to win an argument,
even if its knowledge base contains only ¬A. How best to deal with
this situation is an open question.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a heuristic for argumentation based on
minimising the cost of information revealed to other dialogue participants. While such an argumentation strategy arises in many real
world situations, we are not familiar with any application that explicitly makes use of this technique. To study the heuristic, we proposed
an argumentation framework that allowed us to focus on it in detail. Several novel features emerged from the interplay between the
heuristic and the framework, including the ability of an agent to win
an argument that it should not have been able to win (if all information were available to all dialogue participants). While we have only
examined a very abstract model utilising the heuristic, we believe
that many interesting extensions are possible.
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